The cooperative energy management of aggregated buildings has recently received a great deal of interest due to substantial potential energy savings. These gains are mainly obtained in two ways: 1) exploiting the load shifting capabilities of the cooperative buildings and 2) utilizing the expensive but energy-efficient equipment that is commonly shared by the building community (e.g., heat pumps, batteries, and photovoltaics). Several deterministic and stochastic control schemes that strive to realize these savings have been proposed in the literature. A common difficulty with all these methods is integrating knowledge about the disturbances affecting the system. In this context, the underlying disturbance distributions are often poorly characterized based on historical data. In this paper, we address this issue by exploiting the historical data to construct families of distributions, which contain these underlying distributions with high confidence. We then employ tools from data-driven robust optimization to formulate a multistage stochastic optimization problem, which can be approximated by a finite-dimensional linear program. We demonstrate its efficacy in a numerical study, in which it is shown to outperform, in terms of energy cost savings and constraint violations, established solution techniques from the literature. We conclude this paper by showing the significant energy gains that are obtained by cooperatively managing a collection of buildings with heterogeneous characteristics.
active building energy management has attracted considerable attention with substantial efforts to be devoted to developing sophisticated control schemes that are capable of reducing the buildings energy impact while ensuring comfortable conditions for the building users [3] [4] [5] [6] . Nevertheless, the opportunities for large savings within individual buildings can be limited, and depend on the specific building actuation systems and construction characteristics [7] [8] [9] .
Further savings can be envisaged by cooperatively managing the aggregated energy demands of a collection of buildings in a district via an energy hub. The energy hub is a conceptual entity that provides the interface between the building community and the power grid by utilizing shared energy generation, conversion, and storage equipment [e.g., heat pumps, batteries, and photovoltaics (PVs)] [10] . In this setting, significant energy gains can be obtained by exploiting the diversity of the available energy sources, equipment, and building characteristics. However, the main body of the literature separates the optimal control of the energy hub from that of the buildings. A number of papers treat the building energy demands as exogenous signals, which are typically estimated using building simulation environments, such as EnergyPlus [11] . These studies focus on the control of the devices within the energy hub, employing either deterministic [12] , [13] or stochastic [14] formulations.
A large body of literature addresses the building control problems using deterministic schemes [6] [7] [8] [9] , as they are scalable and suitable for problems with long prediction horizons. However, deterministic schemes suffer from frequent constraints violations due to their inability to handle the system disturbances [15] . Stochastic schemes can potentially address this issue, and however, the problem is NP-hard even for the two-stage case [16] and as argued in [17] "multistage stochastic programs generically are computationally intractable already when medium-accuracy solutions are sought." Therefore, stochastic schemes are either not practically scalable (e.g., see the discussion in [18] on the application of the scenario approach [19] , [20] to building control problems), or their reliability strongly depends on the exact knowledge of the distributional characteristics of the system disturbances [21] . Poor estimation of these underlying distributions can lead to significant performance deterioration [22] .
To tackle this issue, distributionally robust methods have recently been introduced in the literature [23] . Instead of considering an exact distribution, these methods account for all distributions in a family, which shares only a few structural parameters, such as moments and/or support information [16] , [24] , [25] . In this context, the historical data are only partially exploited to obtain a rough estimate of these structural parameters. On the other hand, purely data-driven approaches, which systematically exploit the historical data information to determine appropriate families of distributions, have also been suggested [26] , [27] . These methods provide the tools to reformulate an originally infinite-dimensional problem to a finitedimensional convex semidefinite optimization problem (SDP). Typically, the number of constraints in this problem depends on the historical data size, which limits the scalability of the method when dealing with a large data set. Although polynomial algorithms exist for solving SDPs [28] , these algorithms are computationally demanding limiting the applicability of these methods to small problem instances.
Our goal is to develop a data-driven stochastic control scheme that is capable of cooperatively operating the energy hub and the district buildings. This paper extends the preliminary work in [29] , providing a refined robust approach on handling the system disturbances by systematically exploiting the available historical realizations of these stochastic processes. In particular, it has the following.
1) We propose a data-driven approach that exploits the historical data to train linear models of the exogenous disturbances, and construct families of distributions that encompass the true disturbance distributions with high confidence. 2) We exploit the structure of these families of distributions to formulate a robust multistage stochastic optimization problem that minimizes the worst case expected energy costs of the system. The size of the resulting optimization problem is independent of the historical data size. We approximate this infinite-dimensional problem by a finite-dimensional linear program that scales polynomially with respect to the prediction horizon length, and more importantly, unlike the SDP approaches cited above, it can effectively be solved for large-scale systems. 3) We demonstrate in an extensive numerical study the efficacy of the proposed method, which is shown to outperform the optimally tuned deterministic equivalent in terms of energy consumption and constraint violations. We observe that higher cost benefits are obtained by merging buildings with dissimilar operation plans, rather than diverse construction characteristics. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review in a more compact way, the modeling approach presented in [29] . The main contributions of this paper are summarized in Sections III and IV, where the developed data-driven distributionally robust methods, and the techniques associated with the derivation of a tractable approximation to the infinitedimensional stochastic optimization problem, are discussed. We conclude this paper with an extensive numerical study performed in Section V. The proofs of the propositions can be found in the Appendix. Notation: All random vectors appearing in this paper are defined on an abstract probability space ( , F , P), where E(·) denotes the expectation operator with respect to P. Random vectors are represented in boldface, while their realizations are denoted by the corresponding symbols in normal font. For given matrices (A 1 , . . . , A m ), we define A := diag(A 1 , . . . , A m ) as the block-diagonal matrix with elements
as their vector concatenation. The dimension of the vectors and matrices will be clear from the context.
II. SYSTEM MODELING
In this section, we describe the energy hub and building dynamics using discrete time, bilinear models affected by stochastic exogenous disturbances. We assume that these disturbances evolve according to stochastic processes {ξ t } t ∈T , where T = {1, . . . , T }, and T is the length of the horizon considered. The vector ξ t encompasses all the stochastic processes affecting the energy hub and building dynamics, such as the ambient temperature (AT), solar radiation, and internal gains (IGs) of the buildings.
A. Energy Hub Dynamics
We visualize the energy hub as a conceptual entity that houses and interconnects a number of conversion, storage, and production devices that are shared by the building community. An energy hub essentially provides the interface between the energy grid and the building community. As depicted in the illustrative example of Fig. 1 , the energy hub is capable of: 1) purchasing electricity and gas to meet the electricity, cooling, and heating demand of the building community and 2) selling the electricity produced by the PVs or stored in the battery to maximize profit. In the following, we define the set K to include the energy hub devices, and the sets G and O to include the energy streams from the grid and building community, respectively. In the example of Fig. 1 We model every device i ∈ K using linear dynamics and constraints as follows:
The vectors x t,i and u t,i denote the hub device internal states and control inputs, respectively. The matrices A i , B i , and C i have appropriate dimensions and can be derived from the device characteristics. Finally, we assume linear operational constraints captured by the matrices F x,i , F u,i , F ξ,i , and h i . As discussed in [10] and [13] , linear approximations for the energy hub devices are reasonable at this level of abstraction. Examples of such models for the numerical study of Section V are given in Appendix D. Similar to [30] , the system is also affected by nonlinear alternating current transmission constraints, which are not explicitly modeled in (1) . However, the nonconsideration of these constraints is not restrictive, since in practice, these are satisfied by a low-level controller.
The energy balancing nodes are used to model the interconnection of the energy hub devices as follows:
where the vector p t = [ p in t,1 , p out t,1 , . . . , p in t,|G| , p out t,|G| ] contains the nonnegative decision variables of the grid energy streams, with { p in t,i } i∈G and { p out t,i } i∈G denoting the energy purchased from, and sold to the grid, respectively. In a similar way, the vector d t = [d t,1 , . . . , d t,|O| ] concatenates the demands of the building community, and u t = [u t,1 , . . . , u t,|K| ] captures the decision variables of the energy hub devices. The matrices H p , H u , and H d have proper dimensions and model the power flows affecting the respective balancing node.
B. Building Dynamics
We model the building dynamics using bilinear state space models, motivated by the resistance-capacitance models of [31] . The accuracy of these bilinear models was validated against established building simulation software [11] , and real buildings [9] . We denote by B the set of district buildings, and for each building i ∈ B, we assume a bilinear model that captures the temperature evolution of the rooms, walls, ceiling, and floors as follows:
where u t,i contains the inputs to these building actuation systems, which are not coupled with the disturbances [e.g., radiators, thermally activated building structures (TABSs), air handling unit (AHU), and floor heating]. The rest of the control inputs (e.g., position of the blinds) are captured by v t,i . The system matrices A i , B i , C i , D i , and E i depend on the specific building characteristics (e.g., number of rooms, construction material, window fraction area, and actuation units).
The state to input bilinear terms in (3) severely complicate the design of computationally tractable controllers. To address this issue, we replace the bilinear terms x t,i E i u t,i , with the linear terms x i E i u t,i, j , where x i is the initial condition for the states of building i . Therefore, the dynamics of the approximated system are given as
The matrix B i ( x i ) and the matrix function C i (v t,i ) are readily constructed by the primitive description of the dynamics in (3). More sophisticated approaches could also be envisioned (e.g., linearizing about a state trajectory), but we do not pursue this further here for the sake of simplicity.
We consider linear operational constraints (e.g., radiator and AHU limitations) as follows:
where the matrices F x,i , F u,i , F v,i , F ξ,i , and f i are derived using the BRCM Toolbox [31] , and are of appropriate dimensions. In addition to the operational constraints in (4b), we consider user-specified comfort ranges given as
where lb t,i and ub t,i are lower and upper bounds. One typically considers bounds only on the room temperatures, so many of the upper/lower bounds can be assumed to be plus/minus infinity, effectively eliminating the corresponding constraints. These bounds may vary during the day to reflect occupancy patterns (e.g., office buildings temperature bounds are often relaxed during the night time, since the building is empty). We will refer to constraint set (4c) as the comfort constraints [32] .
C. Coupling of Buildings to the Energy Hub
We model the coupling between the energy hub and the buildings with the following set of equality constraints:
where η i, j is a (0, 1)-matrix that models whether the building actuation system u t,i is connected to the j th output energy source of the hub, d t, j .
To simplify notation, we compactly rewrite (1), (2), (4), and (5) as follows:
where the concatenated vector π is defined as π = [ p, d, x, u, v]. Note that all the vectors in (6) are considered over the time horizon T , e.g., p = [ p 1 , . . . , p |T | ], while the vectors x and u are defined such they include the state and input variables, respectively, for both the energy hub devices and the buildings.
III. MODELING THE UNCERTAINTY
To model the evolution of the stochastic process ξ t the exact characterization of its distribution is needed. However, this information is typically unavailable. Nevertheless, historical data, such as past realizations of ξ t , are usually available. A simple approach is to construct an empirical distribution using the historical data set, and then use it as a proxy for the true distribution. However, if the data set is small, then there might be several distributions that can describe these data points. As indicated in [22] , if one arbitrarily chooses an element from this family of distributions, e.g., the empirical distribution, then the solution of the resulting stochastic optimization problem can differ significantly from the solution in which the true distribution is used. In the following, we adopt a robust perspective to this problem by training linear models of the exogenous disturbances and constructing families of distributions that describe the disturbance realizations during past years. We then formulate an optimization problem whose solution addresses all distributions in the constructed family.
A. Dynamics of the Stochastic Process
We denote by D the set that contains all the sources of disturbances appearing in our problem, e.g., solar radiation, AT, and internal heat gains caused by occupancy and electrical equipment. For each i ∈ D, we model the disturbance ξ t,i as a deterministic forecast f t,i , plus the stochastic error term e t,i . To simplify notation, we omit index i in the subsequent discussion, that is
Weather forecasts are easily accessible from national weather services (e.g., COSMO-7 of MeteoSwiss [33] ), while forecasts of the anticipated IGs can be obtained from standard weekly profiles of typical building configurations (e.g., office and residential buildings [32] ). The dynamical evolution of e t is captured by a first-order autoregressive system
where α t is time-varying parameter and w t ∈ W t is the stochastic process governing the stochastic evolution of the error. The autoregressive evolution of e t is motivated by systematic errors between forecast and actual realization. Indeed, the forecast provided by MeteoSwiss can differ from the true realization of the uncertain parameters due to, among other things, the spatial difference between the local weather station and the building leading to error correlation over time.
Additionally, w t models the noise from imperfect forecasting and possible measurement noise from the sensing devices. Equation (7) suggests that instead of constructing the probability distribution associated with ξ t , we can equivalently construct the probability distribution associated with w t which we denote by P t . We make the following structural assumptions for the random variables w t : 1) they are normally distributed; 2) they are mutually independent for all time stages t ∈ T and disturbances i ∈ D; and 3) they are stationary with respect to different days (i.e., α t and the distribution of w t for the same t but for different days is the same). Essentially, these assumptions imply that first-order models adequately capture the correlation over time, and one can ignore the correlation between different days and disturbances. We validate these hypotheses in Section V-B based on real disturbance data.
B. Data-Driven Uncertainty Sets
For each disturbance i ∈ D, the historical data set consists of realization and forecast pairs of the form {(ξ k t , f k t )} with t denoting the time of the kth day that the data were recorded. We consider N records of forecast and realization compatible with the sampling time used for the models of Section II (typically, daily records for several years sampled hourly). We calculate the constants α t describing the dynamics in (7) using least squares fitting. In particular, for each t ∈ {1, . . . , 24}, we solve
and using the optimal solution construct the residual data points as follows:
We denote by S t := {w k t } N k=1 the set of residuals derived from the historical data, and subsequently, denote by μ t and σ 2 t their empirical mean and variance, respectively.
We construct a family of distributions, P t , that are compatible with the residuals of our historical data S t . The set P t is sometimes referred as the ambiguity set in the robust optimization literature [23] , [26] . We consider an ambiguity set, P t , of the following form:
Here, q χ (N−1) (·) denotes the quantile function of the chi-square distribution with (N − 1) degrees of freedom.
We construct the bounds of μ t in a similar way. Given that w t follows a normal distribution and its variance σ 2 t follows the chi-square distribution,
where q st N (·) denotes the quantile function of the Student's tdistribution with (N − 1) degrees of freedom.
The bounds given in (9) explicitly determine the family of distributions, P t . The following proposition provides the confidence, 1 − δ t , by which the true disturbance distribution, P t , is a member of P t .
Proposition 1: Given the sample data, S t , let P S t be the |N|-fold product distribution of P t , then
We characterize the joint distribution P of w as follows:
We close this section, by compactly rewriting the disturbance modeling equations over the horizon T , as follows:
where the matrix Q( e) is readily constructed from (7) and depends on the forecast, and the vector e = [e 0,1 , . . . , e 0,|D| ] containing the current error disturbance measurements.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION Our objective is to minimize the worst case expected cost of energy purchased from the grid by the building community, over a finite horizon. This must be achieved while satisfying the dynamics and constraints of the devices and the buildings in the system. We choose the decision variables p, u, v to be strictly causal disturbance feedback policies. For instance, p t is the strictly causal, vector valued function of the energy purchased from the grid at time t ∈ T , defined as p t :
As these feedback policies depend on random disturbances, they are themselves random. In the following, we denote by C, the infinite-dimensional function space of strictly causal disturbance feedback policies. Furthermore, the expected cost of the objective is formulated to account for the worst case multivariate distribution P in the ambiguity set P, and we select a chance constraints formulation with worst case violation probability . This problem can be formulated as a multistage distributionally robust linear program as follows:
contains the time varying prices of the grid energy streams. Note that the prices {c in t,i } i∈G for purchasing energy from the grid are positive scalars, while {c out t,i } i∈G are negative.
A. Constraint Relaxation
The proposed control architecture is based on a receding horizon implementation of the system. In this setting, the mismatch between the building prediction model and real system can lead to comfort bound violations. To address infeasible instances of Problem (10) due to this issue, we relax the comfort constraints (4c) as follows:
where we refer s t,i as the slack variable. To this end, we rewrite the compactly formulated inequality (6) as follows:
where s ∈ C denotes the concatenated slack variable vectors over the horizon T . In addition, we extend the objective function of Problem (10) by the additional term γ 1 s that penalizes the constraint violations in (12) as follows:
where the parameter γ is a large positive constant. A discussion for appropriate values of γ can be found in [35] . Notice that the slack variables are only introduced to deal with building model mismatch, which can be an issue on a receding horizon implementation. On the other hand, the chance constraint formulation in Problem (10) is primarily used to address in a probabilistic fashion the extreme realization of the uncertain parameters w.
B. Optimization Over Linear Feedback Policies
The optimal solution of Problem (10) remains intractable due to the infinite dimensional structure of its decision variables. However, a tractable approximation of Problem (10) can be obtained by restricting the decision variables to the finitedimensional space of affine policies denoted as C aff . A strictly causal affine policy, e.g., for the variables p t is given by
with p 0,t ∈ R, and matrices P s,t assumed of appropriate dimensions. We refer to (14) as the strictly causal affine decision rule (ADR) [36] . We refer to the linear policy in (14) , which disregards the disturbance history (e.g., p t = p 0,t ), as open-loop policy (OLP). The nonadaptiveadaptive nature of the OLP policy provides an even more conservative controller parametrization with the benefit of a considerably smaller number of optimization variables. Notice that if the decision variables v are restricted to ADRs, then the random vector w will appear quadratically in our constraints. To avoid this case, we choose to model v as OLPs, i.e., v = v, where v takes values in a generic finite-dimensional vector space R.
In this context, the approximated variant of Problem (10) is given as follows: = [ p, d, x, u 
C. Chance Constraint Approximation
The main body of the literature exploits the structure of the ambiguity sets to propose semidefinite [24] , [27] and secondorder cone [37] reformulations of the distributionally robust chance constraints. Although convex problems with conic constraints are generally tractable, they are computationally demanding for large systems. An alternative approach is to construct a set W ⊆ W , such that the feasible region of the corresponding robust constraint is a subset of the feasible region of the distributionally robust chance constraint, that is
Such methods are discussed in [26] where the authors compute W described by nonlinear constraints. Nevertheless, these approaches typically lead to semidefinite reformulations of the robust constraint (16a). To tackle this issue, we resort to a more stringent condition, in which we require that at least 1 − of the probability mass of each distribution, P, in the ambiguity set P, is contained in W . To this end, we construct for every i ∈ D and t ∈ T , the compact convex set W t,i as follows:
where the constants μ t,i , μ t,i , and σ t,i are given in (9c) and (9b), respectively. Moreover, −1 (·) denotes the inverse cumulative normal distribution function, and β t,i and β t,i are positive constants chosen as t ∈T i∈D
Finally, we set W to be
Proposition 2: Let W defined in (17) . Then, the following probabilistic guarantee holds:
Notice that satisfying (16a) together with the condition in Proposition 2 is more stringent than the actual chance constraint. In other words
Imposing this additional condition, we further restrict the feasible region with the benefit of gaining computational tractability due to the simple hyperrectangular structure of W . This, in turn, allows us to address the large-scale problems examined in this paper.
We conclude this section by providing the final approximation of Problem (10) as follows:
Problem (18) involves a finite number of decision variables but an infinite number of constraints. Following [36] and [38] , Problem (18) can be reformulated into a finite-dimensional linear optimization problem. To keep the paper self-contained, this reformulation of Problem (18) into a linear program is presented in Appendix C. The resulting linear optimization problem can be solved in very high dimensions, since its size grows polynomially with the description of the system and the prediction horizon length.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we perform numerical studies to assess the performance of the ADR and OLP control methodologies. We compare these methods to the classical and commonly used in practice certainty equivalence problem (CEP) in which all random variables of Problem (10) are replaced with their expected value. To make the comparison of these control strategies more transparent, we do not consider the possibility of selling energy to the grid. Moreover, we analyze the sensitivity of the control methods with respect to parameters deviations, and investigate the potential gains that can be obtained by cooperatively managing buildings with heterogeneous construction and operation characteristics.
A. Problem Configuration
We consider districts composed of buildings, with roughly the same floor area, connected through an energy hub that comprises five devices (chiller, boiler, heat pump, PVs, and battery). For simplicity of exposition, we assume that the energy hub is only connected to the electricity grid, as shown in Fig. 2 . To keep the ratio between demand and supply in the energy hub, relatively constant, we linearly scale the capacities of the hub devices based on the number of buildings in our system. A detailed description of the hourly discretized dynamics and constraints governing the energy hub components can be found in Appendix D.
The buildings have heterogeneous construction characteristics, summarized in Table I . In particular, we use hourly discretized building models described in [9] characterized by the building type BT ∈ {Swiss Passive (SP), Swiss Average(SA), Swiss Target (ST)}, and construction type CT = {heavy, light}. Each building consists of five rooms, which are characterized by the window fraction area WFA = {30%,50%,80%} and their corresponding facade orientation. The dynamics and constraints of each building are generated using the BRCM toolbox [31] to which the individual building construction details along with the specifications of the control devices (radiators, AHU, TABS, and blinds) are provided. 
TABLE I SUMMARY OF THE FIVE BUILDINGS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS
We emphasize that the combination of buildings and devices used in the simulations were not chosen as to maximize the ramping rate flexibility of the system, in constrast to [39] , but instead are based on the Swiss Standards defined in the OptiControl Project [40] . We further note that the BRCM toolbox is merely used to extract the system dynamics and constraints, which explicitly model the ramping rate flexibility of the system, and depends only on the predefined Swiss Standards construction characteristics.
Each of the building models in Table I consists of 113 states. Model reduction techniques are used to derive a simplified, but sufficiently accurate, building model. For instance, using the bilinear balanced truncation method described in [41] , we generate a 59 state model, with a maximum absolute error of less than 0.1°C, during step response simulations for building 1 of Table I . By evaluating the Hankel matrix of this building system, we identified the time constants associated with the three most controllable and observable modes as 11.74 days, 4.47 h, and 4.24 min. Approximately, the same time constants were identified for the other building systems in Table I . To evaluate the accuracy of the approximation, we conducted a step response simulation for building 1 of Table I to compare the linearization of the resulting reduced bilinear model with respect to the original full order bilinear model. These open-loop simulations were conducted for maximum radiator input power during a typical winter day and have shown that an absolute error of less than 0.5°C between the linearized reduced order model and original model over a horizon of 24 h is achieved. We emphasize that the reduced (3), are employed to simulate the buildings dynamics in the closed-loop implementation. We compare the performance of the ADR, OLP, and CEP control designs using the metrics of purchased grid energy, room constraint violations, and solution time. The cost of the energy purchased from the grid is measured in Swiss Franc (CHF), and the room constraint violations are measured in Kelvin hours (Kh). We assume time-varying electricity tariffs and comfort constraints bounds, as given in Table II . The same comfort bounds are used in every room and building considered in the system. The disturbance forecasts and realizations are the same as those used by the OptiControl Project [40] , for the city of Zürich during the years 2006 and 2007. The data set from year 2006 is used to train the linear disturbance models and construct the families of distributions given in (8) and (9) . The 2007 data set is then used to test the performance of the controllers developed based on the resulting distribution families. Finally, we choose as soft constraint penalization, γ = 10 3 , confidence levels δ χ t,i = δ st t,i = 0.01, and constraint violation level = 0.01. We select the violation levels for the upper and lower bounds of the i th disturbance at time t, as β t,i = β t,i = /(2|T ||D|).
B. Disturbance Model Verification
We consider a disturbance set D, which comprises seven sources of uncertainty, AT and ground temperature, four sources of solar radiation (North, South, West, and East), and building IGs. The analysis in Section III requires that the residual uncertain parameters w t are normally distributed and independent over time. We verify these assumptions using the Shapiro-Wilk [42] and Pearson [34] hypothesis tests on historical, weather, and occupancy, data for the year 2006.
In Table III , we report the values of the Shapiro-Wilk test statistic from 7:00 to 14:00 for the AT, solar radiation south (SRS) and solar radiation east, and IGs. We choose to present the results from 7:00 to 14:00, since these are the hours with the greatest variation in mismatch between forecasts and realizations. Values that are close to 1 indicate that the sample data are compatible with a normal distribution. In particular, the normality hypothesis is accepted at the significance level of 0.1 for the atmospheric processes, and 0.01 for the IGs. These results are in accordance with the study in [43] , where it is shown that normal distributions sufficiently capture the evolution of weather processes. By contrast, in [44] , it is argued that Poisson distributions should be used to generate occupancy profile trajectories. Although Poisson distributions can be approximated by Gaussians [45] , we stress that the (9) are useful even if the underlying data are mildly non-Gaussian, as suggested in [34, Sec. 11.3] .
In Table IV , we provide the values of the Pearson test statistic from 7:00 to 12:00 for the SRS and the results are similar for the other sources of uncertainty. This correlation statistic can range between plus and minus one with values close to zero denoting probably uncorrelated data. We emphasize that for every disturbance, the hypothesis of uncorrelated data is accepted at the significance level of 0.05, which provides a strong statistical evidence for the validity of our uncertain disturbance assumptions.
C. Prediction Horizon Selection
We investigate the effect of the prediction horizon on the performance of the ADR, OLP, and CEP control methodologies. In Fig. 3 , we show the respective curves generated by conducting a receding horizon simulation during the first week of January 2007 for building 1 in Table I . We observe that the cost of purchased grid energy associated with the CEP solution method is the least, at the expense of frequent comfort constraint violations. On the contrary, the stochastic approximations (OLP and ADR) are less cost efficient but lead to many fewer constraint violations.
We can identify several factors associated with the selection of a suitable prediction horizon.
1) The dominant time constants of the buildings were roughly identified as 11 days, 4 h, and 4 min. Hence, a horizon of T ≥ 7 hours allows the controller to control the modes of the system that determine its short-term evolution. We emphasize that contrary to the ADR and CEP methods, the long horizons deteriorate the performance of the OLP method due to its inability to adapt to the growing size of the disturbance uncertainty. 2) The 6-h gap between day and night comfort bounds, given in Table II . A prediction horizon of T ≥ 6 is required for the system to anticipate the comfort bounds of the next day. In this way, it can utilize the heating capacity of the buildings and the battery storage to exploit the day-night tariff structure of the electricity prices.
3) The renewable energy production peaks around midday.
A horizon of T ≥ 6 is sufficient for the system to anticipate the cost-free energy that will be available from the PV units. In this way, it can efficiently utilize the battery to fully exploit the potential excess of energy. 4) The computation time associated with the ADR and OLP control methods, which increases with the prediction horizon length. Fig. 4 . Profile trajectories for the mean room temperature of building 1 and the total purchased grid energy by the community during a typical winter day.
The above analysis suggests that a prediction horizon of T = 8 h provides a reasonable tradeoff between foresight of the controller and computational tractability. This value is used for the rest of this section.
D. Solution Method Selection
To generalize our observations regarding the comparison of the ADR, OLP, and CEP control methodologies, the simulation experiment is extended to a district composed of the five buildings summarized in Table I . The system is simulated in a receding-horizon fashion using data realizations of 12 consecutive weeks (restarting at the beginning of each week) for the winter and summer periods of 2007, starting January 1 and June 29, respectively.
We calculated the purchased energy cost and room constraint violations for each one of these 12 weeks, and we report the results in Table V . The table entries correspond to the (empirical mean and empirical standard deviation) over these 12 weeks scenarios. Notice that we present the energy costs in the per unit (p.u.) system using as base values the mean costs occurring for the CEP method during the winter and summer period, respectively. Once again, we observe that the CEP solution method is the most cost effective at the expense of significant comfort constraint violations. The ADR and OLP control methodologies result in higher cost of purchased grid energy but results in fewer constraint violations. Notice that the ADR approximation is considerably more cost efficient than the OLP, while it achieves the same level of constraint violation. This is attributed to the nature of the ADR method, which takes into account the potential adaptation of future decisions based on the realizations of the disturbance variables.
To better visualize the behavior of the three approximations, the trajectories for the mean room temperature of building 1 (see Table I ), and the amount of purchased grid energy, are depicted in Fig. 4 for Monday, January 1, 2007. The CEP method operates very near comfort constraints and leads to frequent violations, while the OLP produces more conservative results by keeping the room temperature well inside the comfort range at the expense of consumption cost benefits. The poor performance of the CEP method with respect to the constraint violations can be explained when considering that the approximation assumes a deterministic evolution of the uncertain parameters. On the other hand, the adaptive nature of the ADR produces a good compromise between the optimistic decisions made by the CEP and the conservative decisions of the OLP. We remark that all three approximations utilize the load shifting capabilities of the battery by storing energy during the evening hours when electricity is cheaper, and deploying that energy in the early morning hours when the building needs to be brought back within the comfort range. As expected, the energy produced from the PV unit is fully exploited to either reduce the grid energy consumption or charge the battery.
E. Comparison of ADR and Tuned-CEP Methods
We compare the stochastic ADR method with the deterministic tuned-CEP one. We denote by tuned-CEP, the CEP method in which the comfort bounds of the building, i ∈ B, at time t ∈ T , have been tightened by a fixed constant c b ≥ 0°C as follows:
This constant c b is computed as the minimum constraint tightening value for which the ADR and CEP methods achieve the same amount of comfort bounds violations over the simulation horizon. The tuned-CEP can be seen as a practical ad hoc solution to deal with the increased constraint violations of the CEP method. We conducted receding horizon simulations for 12 consecutive weeks of the winter 2007, and we report in Table VI the empirical mean and standard deviation of the recorded weekly costs in the p.u. system, i.e., the absolute cost is obtained by multiplying with the basis value reported in the last column. For each of these weeks, we computed by repetitive trials the respective constraint tightening constant, c b , which ranges from 0.38°C and 0.56°C. The fact that c b varies considerably from week to week also suggests that tuning the CEP method is not a straightforward procedure. Additionally, we observe that the cost of purchased energy associated with the tuned-CEP solution method is considerably higher than the ADR one. Therefore, the inherent ability of the ADR method to deal with the uncertainty allows it to achieve an efficient tradeoff between constraint violations and energy cost without the extra effort of tuning. 
F. District Energy Benefit
Finally, we investigate the potential energy cost savings that can be obtained by considering diverse, heterogeneous buildings in a district. We define the heterogeneity of the buildings by means of operational and construction characteristics. Specifically, we distinguish two operation types for the buildings, commercial (COM) and residential (RES). The day-night room temperature bounds defining these types are summarized in Table VII . We select buildings (Bd) 1 and 3 of Table I to be classified as commercial, while buildings 2 and 4 are classified as residential. Notice that these buildings also differ in their construction characteristics.
We conduct five receding horizon simulations during the first week of January 2007. In each of these experiments, we consider a different combination of residential and commercial buildings from Table I , and we report the cost of purchased grid energy for the CEP, ADR, and OLP methods in Table VIII using the p.u. system. Notice that in each simulation experiment, we appropriately scale the hub devices with respect to the number of buildings that are connected to the energy hub.
We observe that the cost benefits obtained by merging buildings with different construction characteristics, but similar operation plans can be limited. On the contrary, significant gains are obtained by aggregating buildings with dissimilar operation plans. There are two reasons for this: 1) the energy shifting mainly occurs among buildings with complementary demand profiles; in this case, the efficient, but of limited capacity, devices of the hub (e.g., heat pump) are fully utilized during the course of day and 2) the energy produced by the PVs units is better exploited through the storage when the peak demands of buildings do not coincide over time. This flexibility on the demand profiles results in considerably less purchased energy from the grid.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a unified data-driven control framework for the problem of cooperatively managing the aggregated energy demands of buildings in a district. It exploits the available historical data to train linear models with additive uncertainties that effectively capture the evolution of the stochastic processes in the system. The underlying distributions of these additive uncertainties are shown to belong to Gaussian families of distributions, which are constructed off-line using the historical data information. We exploit the simple structure of these sets to approximate the resulting robust stochastic This program is tractable and its size grows polynomially with respect to the system description and the prediction horizon length. This is particularly important when addressing large-scale problems, such as cooperative building energy management. An extensive simulation study based on realistic data demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed method. Among other things, this paper demonstrates that additional cost benefits can be obtained by aggregating buildings with heterogeneity in the demand profiles.
As future work, it would be interesting to investigate the automatic deployment of our method in the spirit of [46] . This would require the deployment of methods capable of identifying the dynamics and constraints for all the devices and buildings in an online fashion, which, in this paper, are assumed known. An additional research direction would be the management of the energy hub in a game theoretical sense, similar to [47] . In this setting, the structure of our problem can be exploited for the design of a price mechanism in which every building competes to maximize its own utility.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Proposition 1
We construct the family of distributions, P t as the intersection of: 1) the family, P χ t , of Gaussian distributions with unknown mean and bounds on variance and 2) the family, P st t , of Gaussian distributions with unknown variance and bounds on the mean as follows:
where P χ t = {P t is Gaussian and condition (9b) is satisfied} P st t = {P t is Gaussian and condition (9c) is satisfied}. Given the data, S t , (9b) and (9c) also provide the confidence levels associated with the respective ambiguity sets
Notice that the bounds in (9c) are derived under the assumption that the sample variance is following the chi-square distribution. Therefore, the confidence level associated with the construction of the distribution family, P st t , is given by the conditional probability.
We use Bayes rule to evaluate the significance level, δ t , associated with the ambiguity set P t , as follows:
with the significance level, δ t , given as,
B. Proof of Proposition 2
The uncertain vector w comprises |T ||D| uncorrelated components. Therefore, we seek a bounded set W that is composed by 2|T ||D| inequalities that upper and lower bound every component i = 1, . . . , |T ||D|, of w. Denoting by w t,i and w t,i the upper and lower bound, respectively, the set W can be written as
We require that
We exploit the conservative Bonferonni approximation [22] to decouple the joint chance constraints into a set of individual ones as follows:
Notice that in this case, the Bonferonni approximation is exact, since we are considering mutually exclusive events (i.e., P(w t,i ≥ w t,i ∧ w t,i ≤ w t,i ) = 0). Assume that w t,i ∼ N (μ t,i , σ 2 t,i ), then the chance constraints
are equivalently reformulated (see [25] ) as follows:
In this setting, the robustified individual chance constraints
are equivalently be reformulated using (B.1) as follows:
Exploiting the linearity of constraints (B.2), we can explicitly compute the upper and lower bounds as follows:
This analysis provides the constructive proof for W in (17) . (18) We employ the epigraph representation to equivalently rewrite the worst case expectation in the objective function (13) . In particular, since p, s ∈ C aff , the linearity of the objective function allows us to replace the expected value with
C. Linear Reformulation of Problem
where the first equality follows from the definition of ADRs, and the second equality follows from the linearity of the objective function, where μ = E P (w). We now equivalently rewrite (C.3) as
Notice that the epigraph representation in (C.4) is exact with the scalar variable τ replacing the original worst case objective.
To ease our analysis on reformulating the semi-infinite Problem (18) into a linear optimization problem, we first need to simplify our notation by defining κ = [τ, v, p, d, x, u, ξ , s 
that concatenate all the decision and uncertain variables in our problem, respectively. The support of ζ is constructed as
where G ∈ R ×k and g ∈ R are completely determined by sets W and constraints μ ∈ [μ, μ].
The ADR approximation is given as
where R aff is a finite-dimensional space which ensures the nonanticipativity structure of the decision variables, as this is enforced in (14) . For instance, variable τ = K 1,1 . Problem (18) is now compactly written as
where A ∈ R r×n , B ∈ R r×k , E ∈ R m×n and F ∈ R m×k are completely determined by the problem's data.
To keep the paper self-contained, we now briefly repeat the key steps involved in reformulating the semi-infinite equality and inequality constraints of Problem (C.5) into a set of linear constraints, and we refer the interested reader in [36] and [38] for further details on the topic. In particular, the equality constraints in Problem (C.5) imply that the linear hull of Z belongs to the null space of the linear operator AK − B. This is equivalent to requiring that AK = B, since Z spans the whole of R k due to the construction of W . To reformulate the semi-infinite inequality constraints into a finite number of linear constraints, we rely on the following proposition, which is at the heart of the robust optimization paradigm [38] .
Proposition 3: For any z ∈ R k , the following statements are equivalent.
1) z ζ ≥ 0 for all ζ subject to to Gζ ≥ g.
2) ∃λ ∈ R with λ ≥ 0, G λ = z, and g λ ≥ 0. Proof: Using strong linear programming duality, we have that
⇔ ∃λ ∈ R with λ ≥ 0, G λ = z, and g λ ≥ 0.
Thus, the claim follows. Using Proposition 3, we reformulate Problem (C.5) into the following linear program:
where the νth row of the matrix ∈ R m× corresponds to the decision variables, λ ν ∈ R associated with the νth inequality constraint of Problem (C.5). Notice that Problem (C.6) is a linear program whose size grows polynomially with respect to k, , m, and n, that is, the size of the description of the original problem and the underlying uncertainty set. In particular, we have at most (n × k) + (m × ) decision variables, 2(m × k) equality constraints, and m × ( + 1) inequality constraints. The planning horizon T appears implicitly in k, , m, and n affecting them in a linear manner.
D. Dynamics and Constraints of the Energy Hub Devices
We choose to present the devices characteristics sized per building (Bd). In particular, we model the chiller, boiler, and heat pump using a coefficient of performance [12] , which gives rise to the following constraints: where u t,i = [u in t,i , u out t,i ] with u in t,i , u out t,i , denoting the input and output power flows on the i th device, respectively. The capacities of the conversion units are given as follows: 0 ≤ u out t,chiller ≤ 20 kW/Bd 0 ≤ u out t,boiler ≤ 25 kW/Bd 0 ≤ u out t,HP ≤ 5 kW/Bd.
We consider a South oriented PV array with a maximum output of 4.10 kW/Bd. The PV dynamics are generated by linearizing the nonlinear model of [48] with respect to the AT and the solar radiation 0 ≤ u out t,PV ≤ 0.1280 − 0.0019ξ t,AT + 3.7ξ t,SRS for all t ∈ T . Note that the units of ξ t,SRS are measured in kW/m 2 and can typically take values ξ t,SRS ∈ [0, 1]. We consider a lead-acid battery [49] , with a 5-kW/Bd capacity, giving rise to the following linear dynamical system: To complete the model, we provide the equations describing the interconnection of the energy hub with the building community. In particular, the electricity balancing constraint is given by where TABS is typically used both for heating and cooling of the buildings.
